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Welcome to Biomag 2004

Why Biomag? The magnetic fields produced by biological tissues are used mainly as 
tools for revealing the physiology of the human brain, heart, and other organs. When 

the the first Biomag started in 1976, all its participants could fit in David Cohen’s living 
room. Since then, other meetings that focus on the same functional issues, but using a va-
riety of techniques, have grown to far surpass Biomag in size. If the main interest of bio-
magnetism is what it can tell us about the function of different organs, why not go instead to 
conferences that explicitly focus on organ function? Why the growing interest in Biomag, a 
conference that intentionally limits itself to only one technique?

Biomag has thrived in part because biomagnetism remains a technically demanding and rap-
idly evolving methodology. In former years, simply collecting high-quality data was diffi-
cult. Now, we gather to share methods for extracting new signals out of what we used to call 
noise. But the main challenge in biomagnetism is how to model and interpret our data. The 
uncertainties inherent in source localization are gradually yielding to biological priors and 
MEG spatial arrays with hundreds of sensors. Yet, significant differences remain. Because 
the inverse problem is ill-posed, this intense discussion will never end, but physiological re-
ality will force it to converge. 

Biomag has also thrived because we have a unique spatiotemporal and physiological vision 
that is only sporadically present in the larger imaging community. Collecting data every mil-
lisecond, data that directly reflects intracellular currents driven by membrane conductances, 
or the movement of magnetic particles, makes us daily confront issues of timing, interaction 
and physiology. We look with bemusement on the essentially static mapping methodologies, 
perhaps jealous of the striking simplicity of associating a spot on the brain with a psycholog-
ical function, but unwilling to give up the rich complexity of our difficult mistress. We need 
to meet with like-minded scientists who share this vision, and this problem. The fundamen-
tal principles organizing spatiotemporal information processing are now being discovered, 
and our technique is at the center of these discoveries.

The danger to a conference like Biomag is that it becomes insular; boosters of a backwater 
technique commiserating with each other as the main stream of Science passes by. Fortu-
nately, the entire dynamic of the field, and the explicit approach of this conference, is toward 
integration. It is clear that magnetophysiological measurements are complementary to elec-
trophysiological, hemodynamic and structural. Fundamental understanding and practical di-
agnosis of humanity’s most common diseases, as well as unravelling the everyday mysteries 
of human life and consciousness, will require all of these techniques.

In short, Biomag continues to grow because we have many important issues to discuss with 
one another. We form a compact group, with enough in common to communicate deeply, 
and enough diversity to make it interesting.

Come, share, learn, enjoy.  Welcome to each of you !

Eric Halgren, for the organizers
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Introduction

The scientific skeleton of  this conference began with the Program Committee, supplement-
ed by key members of the International Advisory Board, especially Chris Wood and Jens 
Haueisen. This skeleton was articulated and fleshed out by the Session Chairs, and animated 
by the Speakers. Ultimately, the Biomag community defines itself, so the core of this con-
ference is in the free communications of the Poster Sessions.

All presenters were invited to submit a paper to these Proceedings, and in the spirit of 
faithfully representing the Conference, minimal editorial control has been exercised. In the 
absence of a Proceedings paper, the Abstract is included. Authors of Proceedings papers 
were given the option of submitting their paper for consideration in Neurology and Clinical 
Neurophysiology, the journal of the American Academy of Clinical Neurophysiology. This 
online peer-reviewed journal is indexed in Pubmed; all articles will be freely available at  
http://www.ncnpjournal.com/ before the end of 2004.

The lead editor of this special issue of Neurology and Clinical Neurophysiology is Seppo 
Ahlfors, who with Matti Hämäläinen and David Cohen, have co-edited these Proceedings. 
Listed on these introductory pages are the many talented individuals and companies whose 
creativity and generosity have made Biomag 2004 a reality. We also thank Bruce Rosen, Di-
rector of the MGH/MIT/HMS Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, who 
provided a home where Biomag 2004 could grow, and Nancy Andreasen, Director of the 
Mental Illness and Neuroscience Discovery (MIND) Institute, for providing seed money.

Eric Halgren 
Chair, Scientific Program Committee
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About the proceedings 

This Proceedings book is an archive of the scientific contributions to Biomag 2004. It will also 
serve as an in-depth guide to these contributions during the conference. This is facilitated by a 
flag in the outer upper corner of each page, which contain the identifiers indexing the sessions: 

S1   –  S14   for Symposia held in the America North Ballroom 
on the fourth floor of the Westin hotel,

W1   –  W14   for Workshops held in the America Center Ball-
room on the fourth floor, and

P1-1   –  P6-5   for Posters, where the first number indicates the 
number of the poster session and the second a topi-
cal subdivision of the session. 

 The posters are displayed in one of three locations: 
the America South Ballroom, the fourth floor foyer, 
or the Essex South Ballroom on the third floor. The 
location of each poster is listed in the conference 
program guide.
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Some Historical Notes
by David Cohen

It is of historical interest that we are meeting in Boston. There are two events to consider. First, because the initial 
biomagnetic SQUID measurements were made about 3 km away in Cambridge (in 1969),  this Boston area seems 

to be called “the birthplace of biomagnetism” [Science, 1989], so in a sense we are returning to the birthplace. Sec-
ondly, the first international conference on Biomagnetism also took place in Cambridge (in 1976), so at this 14th 
conference we have come full circle, returning to the place where these conferences started. 

Below, I have collected some notes on the first event mentioned above, intended for those attendees who are new-
comers to biomagnetism. Many of those here at Biomag 2004 know these stories well, and will be bored to read 
further;  in fact, five or six of the present attendees were actually present at conference number one. I’m sure they 
can tell some interesting stories.

THE  PRE-SQUID PERIOD (1963-69)

This period began with the first valid biomagnetic recording 
[Baule and McFee, 1963]. This was a measurement of the mag-
netic field of the human heart (the first MCG), recorded in an 
open field, to reduce urban magnetic disturbances. As a detector 
they used two identical coils connected in series; each contained 
millions of turns around a ferrite core. These were placed parallel 
to each other on the subject’s chest. The induced voltages from 
a distant background disturbance would presumably be identical 
in the two coils, hence they would be cancelled. But the heart’s 
field, because of its gradient, would produce a net measurable 
voltage. The recording was very noisy, even after signal averag-
ing, but was indeed valid. In subsequent publications, they intro-
duced important theoretical concepts, such as the concept of the 
lead-field in biomagnetics, and the concept of zero field due to a 
radial dipole.

This work stimulated several other groups to use similar coil sys-
tems for heart measurements; but the noise of these crude de-
tectors discouraged widespread interest. In my own case, I had 
been working independently, and used a somewhat different ap-
proach: making biomagnetic measurements inside a magnetically 
shielded room, to reduce the external noise. At the University of 
Illinois, using a smaller coil and better amplifier, I measured the 
MCG with far less noise, studied some of its basic physics [Co-
hen,1967], then measured the first crude MEG. [Cohen, 1968]. I 
then moved to MIT, in order to expand this work. There I built a 
good 5-layer shielded room of roughly spherical shape, but was 
still forced to use a noisy room-temperature coil as a detector. What was needed was a very low-noise detector, to 
match the low background noise in this new room. So, in the fall of 1969, the stage was set for this new develop-
ment. 

THE FIRST SQUID MEASUREMENT (1969)

I had been hearing rumors about a new superconducting detector, with amazingly low noise. Ed Edelsack, a 
U.S.Navy funding officer who had given me a small grant, told me that they were also funding the very person to 
whom I should talk: Jim Zimmerman, who had just invented the point-contact SQUID [Zimmerman, 1969]. Ed put 
me in touch with Jim, and it was arranged that Jim would bring one of his first SQUIDs to my lab at MIT, to look 
for biomagnetic signals in the shielded room. Jim arrived near the end of December, complete with SQUID, elec-
tronics, and nitrogen-shielded glass dewar. It took a few days to set up his system in the room, and for Jim to tune 
the SQUID. Then, finally, we were ready to look at the easiest biomagnetic signal: the human heart, because the 

Figure 1. (L to R) Ed Edelsack, myself, and Jim Zim-
merman in front of  the MIT shielded room, where 
the first MCG had been recorded a day earlier, using 
Jim’s SQUID. “Laurie”, at Ed’s request, poses as a 
subject in front of Jim’s long-tail glass dewar.
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signal was large and regular. Jim stripped down 
to his shorts, and it was HIS heart that we first 
looked at. The resulting MCG signal (Figure 2) 
exceeded my best expectations. It was as clear as 
a conventional ECG, and several orders of mag-
nitude better that the MCG due to a coil detector. 
Although I didn’t realize it, a new era had arrived 
in biomagnetism.

I then wrote a paper announcing our success, and 
Jim happily reviewed it and agreed to be co-author 
[Cohen, 1970]. In my enthusiasm, I also included 
Edelsack’s name, as he had facilitated our getting 
together. Later, alone, with a new commercial 
SQUID system, I measured the first MEG [Co-
hen, 1972], and it too was beautifully clear (Fig-
ure 3). Measurements of other organs followed. 
Zimmerman, in the meantime, became interested 
in biomagnetism, and built the first SQUID gra-
diometer to be used for that purpose, where the MCG could be measured without shielding. Other low-temperature 
physicists also quickly became involved; as I recall, Toivo Katila and his Finland group were next, in about 1972.  
Others quckly followed. Thus, biomagnetism was launched.
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Figure 3.  First MEG measured with a SQUID, using one of the first commercial systems, in 1971.  The subjects eyes were open 
at the beginning of the trace, then closed, resulting in the large alpha rhythm. These measurements showed that the MEG can be 
as clear as the EEG, and stimulated much interest. 

Figure 2.  The first MCG, recorded in Dec.1969, using Jim Zimmer-
man’s early SQUID in the MIT shielded room. Zimmerman was the 
subject. Although not obvious here, the trace was as clear as the con-
ventional ECG. The signatures are Ed Edelsack, Jim Zimmerman, and 
David Cohen.
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